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Insight
Growth or Value: Does it Matter?
-Manchester Capital Management Strategy Team

We often hear the terms “growth stock” and “value stock” bandied
about but what do those terms mean? While some stocks are easy to
intuitively classify, others are open to debate.
GROWTH: High-flying technology stocks with plenty of revenue growth
but expensive price-to-earnings ratios like the “FANG” stocks
(Facebook, Amazon, Netflix and Google) are easy to characterize as
growth.
VALUE: Similarly, stocks such as utilities or banks which are generally
lower growth and trade at low earnings multiples can be quickly
identified as value.
But what about the stocks in the “middle?”
How would you classify McDonald’s, Procter & Gamble, and Johnson & Johnson? All are long-standing,
household names with steady growth and generally stable valuations. Think back to the late 90’s and
three of the classic growth stocks of that era: Microsoft, Cisco Systems, and Intel. Though not growing
at nearly the rate they were in their heyday, they are all still projected to grow earnings at a healthy clip
over the next five years; yet, they trade at seemingly reasonable valuations.
FTSE Russell1 is an organization that constructs stock indices against which equity managers commonly
benchmark their portfolios. They look at three variables in determining whether a stock is growth or
value:
• price-to-book value
• medium-term (next two years) forecasted earnings growth
• historical (past five years) sales growth

A

Two common indices for U.S. largecap managers are the Russell 1000
Growth (R1G) and the Russell 1000
Value (R1V). Of the three columns
of companies to the right, which
column do you think comprises
Growth companies and which
column consists of Value companies
as defined by FTSE Russell?

Boeing
Bristol-Myers Squibb
Home Depot
Honeywell
McDonald's
Microsoft
Phillip Morris
Texas Instruments
United Healthcare
Visa

B
American Express
AT&T
Cisco Systems
Medtronic
Merck
Procter & Gamble
Qualcomm
Schlumberger
United Technologies
Walmart

C
Altria
Apple
Coca Cola
General Electric
IBM
Intel
Johnson & Johnson
Oracle
Pfizer
Verizon

This is actually a trick question. Column A consists entirely
of stocks in the R1G, growth stocks. Column B is stocks in the
R1V, value stocks. The “trick” is that stocks in column C are
in BOTH indices! FTSE Russell classifies roughly 70% of the
market as all-growth or all-value while the remaining 30%
have some portion of their market value assigned to both
indices.
Looking at the investment objectives of some of our preferred
investment managers doesn’t offer much more clarity on
classifying stocks. A large cap growth stock manager, “seeks
long-term capital growth by focusing on stocks that have
superior growth in earnings and cash flow2” while a large cap
value stock manager, “seeks long-term growth of principal
and income by investing in companies that appear to be
undervalued but have a favorable outlook for long-term
growth.3”
This “blurring” of the growth/value line is pretty typical.
Most managers tend to want to see some growth in the
companies they choose (no one wants to own a dying
business) and would like to pay a price that is a discount to
their assessment of the company’s value.
Why pay attention to the classification? For these two indices
as well as any other index we evaluate, we find it beneficial to
examine the sector and industry weights in the index. For
instance, it probably does not come as a surprise given our
discussion that 31% of the R1G is comprised of technology
stocks. It contains virtually no utilities (0.1%) or energy (0.7%)
or telecommunications (1.3%) stocks. The R1V, on the other
hand, has a 27% weighting in financial stocks. It also has 14%
of its holdings in energy, 10% in industrials, and only 9% in
technology.
In another twist, when most people think “value” they think
of “defensive” stocks; healthcare or consumer staples
companies with steady, predictable revenue growth. In fact,
most of these “defensive” sectors have greater representation
in the growth indices while value indices have greater
representation in “cyclical” sectors where growth is more
variable and valuation multiples tend to be lower on average.
If you believe, as we do, that economic growth is poised to
accelerate then you would favor investing in the R1V given its
greater cyclical exposure. If you also believe that financial
stocks have the potential to perform very well given the
benefits of rising interest rates, increased economic and
lending activity and potential financial deregulation then you
would also favor Value.
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To express these views, we have used the
Vanguard Value Index Fund, which is a low cost
way of tracking the value index, to “tilt”
portfolios to favor value stocks. While we
haven’t given you an easy answer for the headscratching conundrum of how three household
companies (McDonald’s, Proctor & Gamble, and
Johnson and Johnson) can be categorized so
differently, we hopefully have given you an
example of how we can use the classification
system to add value to portfolios.
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This material is solely for informational purposes and shall
not constitute a recommendation or offer to sell or a
solicitation to buy securities. The opinions expressed herein
represent the current, good faith views of the author at the
time of publication and are provided for limited purposes, are
not definitive investment advice, and should not be relied on
as such. The information presented herein has been
developed internally and/or obtained from sources believed to
be reliable; however, neither the author nor Manchester
Capital Management guarantee the accuracy, adequacy or
completeness of such information. Predictions, opinions, and
other information contained in this article are subject to
change continually and without notice of any kind and may
no longer be true after any date indicated.
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Any forward-looking predictions or statements speak only as
of the date they are made, and the author and Manchester
Capital assume no duty to and do not undertake to update
forward-looking predictions or statements. Forward-looking
predictions or statements are subject to numerous
assumptions, risks and uncertainties, which change over
time. Actual results could differ materially from those
anticipated in forward-looking predictions or statements. As
with any investment, there is the possibility of profit as well
as the risk of loss.

